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Thematic Anthology
for Junior and Senior Secondary
ENRICH your world • Broaden your scope
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Extensive coverage of topics and text types

and LaC support

Fascinating and thought-provoking topics
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Food lab

Think about

5

at’
‘Clean me
ee food?
— guilt-fr

Audio

31

Mio Debnam

e article
science magazin

Building a helping hand
web article

From Lego
to limbs

...

➊ Do you like eating

meat? Give reasons
or dislike
why you like
eating meat.

➋ Do you eat

d food? Give

processe
s of
some example
you
processed food
enjoyed.
have tried and

➊ What can be learnt
from exploring space
and visiting other
planets?

Q1

time through watching YouTube videos and joining online robotics

functions do you think

of the problems

associated with space
travel?

Q13i

Playlist

Q12iii

mechanical hand out of everyday objects, using a glove to control its

need the most?

Q2

movements. Lego, fishing wire and electrical tubing were all used in

the equator, a wide, flat area near the Elysium volcanic province, the

his design. Not only was the design complex and functional, it also
Q3

Country

volcanic activity in this area recently and it may possibly even continue
to the present. Despite the undeniable risks, the potential gain is

China

huge: the opportunity to find evidence about the planet’s origins and

2 This award led to Easton entering an international science fair,

Norway
Germany

Q4

15

Japan

226

was, yet it had cost her family $80,000, and would need replacing as

52

30

54.56

1.6
1.0
1.7

34.78

1.7

20.35

6.3

16.68

Netherlands

B1U7_OATA

Q4

39.2

47.25

France
Sweden
Canada
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‘Always on’ culture
magazine article, blog entry

Daisy Hughes

Technology Weekly

Stop
phubbing!

do you spend on your

10

Do you think you are
addicted?

➋ What impact does

14

smartphone addiction
have on our health or

15

Playlist

analytical essay

20

New Literacy Support

25

Mio Debnam

Hong Kong’s snooker queen
magazine article

— sleep and learn!
REMory is a state-of-the-art REM learning system that allows you to learn as you sleep!

Think about ...

➊ Where do you think
for new inventions?

Q9ii

5 For many of us, smartphones have become ‘tyrants’ who dictate our lives.

We do not give our body and mind enough rest, so we always feel tired and
Live anywhere,
stressed.

What is inspiring about

backers

crowdfunding project?

to play a sport

17

Spirit of Shenzhen

By Yan Zhao

19

1 Snooker world champion Ng On-Yee has already made history—in February

professionally, which

one would you choose

days to go

Playlist

listicle

➋ If you wanted

5

Graham Selkirk

and why?

Back this project!

more women to follow
in her article,
footsteps.
website
weather forecast, poem

Five reasons for the city’s success

Have you ever sat at a desk dead tired and
wished that something could help you to learn
while you slept?

Audio

anytime

10

Playlist

as ‘a surprise’, as she only found out from her coach Wayne Griffiths. The
milestone came after a record 2017, when she won the Women’s World Snooker

Pledge $1,000 or more

Audio
Championship for the second time, and six other titles. But Ng has no
intention of

• REMory app

stopping there—now she is striving to make a mark on the men’s circuit.
Championship* in 2016, and although she lost in the first qualifying round, she still
saw it as a valuable learning experience.

Hiker’s paradise

video viewing is increasing at a rate of about 100% per year.

134

148

178

1 The skyscrapers and busy streets give a false impression that Hong
Q1, Q6i
Kong has very little greenery. The truth is that about three quarters of our
land mass is countryside and there are many great hiking trails. Let’s find
out more about what Hong Kong’s countryside has to offer.

Online video is responsible for four-fifths of global Internet
Q1

traffic. In fact, videos on social media generate 1200% more

5

Think about ...

shares than text and images combined. Compelling content
B2U22_OATA.indd 134

video content streamed to smartphones. With today’s technology,

➋ Do you know any
celebrities who were

5

➋ What comes to

and worst weather

conditions for hiking?

3 Take a look at what makes Shenzhen the world capital of electronics.

the name Shenzhen?

2 Live-streaming is so popular because it allows us to take

posting videos online?

Where did you go?

➋ What are the best

speed up, or accelerate, the world of manufacturing, from the time a
new idea happens to when it is a finished product.

mind when you hear

Q12i

made famous by

time you went hiking?

2 In Shenzhen, everything moves at a fast pace. There is a drive to

famous?

ones are likely to become celebrities.

➊ When was the last

largest producer of hardware.

Where is it? Why is it

10

anyone can broadcast live on a channel, and some outstanding

B4U25_OATA.indd 178

production, but people may be less aware that Shenzhen is the world’s

heard of Silicon Valley?

user-generated short clips already accounted for 51% of live

was it about?

23/1/2019 下午5:05

Q1

➊ Have you ever

seems that what we find most compelling is each other. By 2015,

Q2

streaming video? What

Think about ...

Q1

1 Silicon Valley is famously known as the global centre of software

B3U23_OATA.indd 148
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is the primary motivator for live online viewing. Interestingly, it

Why?

1. Amazing growth

15
Playlist

Q6

Q3, Q4

10

overtaking the economy of its great neighbour, Hong Kong. No city in
the history of human civilization has grown so much, so fast.

migrant workers, rural areas and third-tier cities in China
are used to loneliness and boredom. Opportunities

20

5 When Shenzhen was

Q2

for face-to-face meeting with friends and families

declared the first Special

are scarce. This favours the growing popularity

population
(million)
12

Economic Zone in 1980,

of live-streaming sites like YY, where people

15

can browse different live broadcasts for hours,
such as karaoke, make-up tutorials, cooking,

the small fishing town had
a population of just thirty

25

just hanging out or even folding laundry.

Shenzhen
Hong Kong

8

companies arrived to take

B3U14_OATA.indd 86

1990

2000

2010

2020

Year

112

Business topics
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Turning over a new leaf
newspaper article, letter to the editor

Audio

➊ Why do you think
people become

addicted to video
gaming?

➋ What are some

signs and symptoms of
video game addiction?

1

(adapted from a short story by Edgar Allan Poe)

Think about ...

140

why not? Name three

1 It is impossible to say how first the idea entered my brain, but, once

Q7ii

Q2

there was none. I loved the old man. He had never wronged me. I think
Q3

5

Q10

Whenever it fell upon me, my blood ran cold, and so I made up my'I cannot go to school today,'

mind to take the life of the old man and rid myself of the eye for ever.
Said little Peggy Ann McKay.

does it end?

55

Never before that night had I felt the extent of my own powers. There

70

My mouth is wet, my throat is dry,

atue of Ramesses II,

I was opening his chamber door little by little, and he not even to dream
I'm going blind in my right eye.

Playlist
3

10

Q8
of my secret deeds. I chuckled at the idea, and perhaps he heard me,
Myfor
tonsils are as big as rocks,

the old man sprang up in the bed, crying out, ‘Who’s there?’

insignificance of all

➊ Do you like staying

Think you had a bad holiday experience?
It could have been worse

5

60

75

And don't you think my face looks green?
My leg is cut—my eyes are blue—
It might be instamatic flu.
65

I cough and sneeze and gasp and choke,
I'm sure that my left leg is broke—

218

‘Sick’ from WHERE THE SIDEWALK
ENDS by Shel Silverstein. ©1974, renewed
2002
Evil Eye,
LLC. By permission of Edite
23/1/2019
上午11:14
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29

80

5

My temperature is one-o-eight. stroked its back with an index finger.
i) The
lessins
means
lessons
paper
tiger
vibrated under
My brain is shrunk, I cannot hear,
my finger, purring.
ii) glassrooms means classrooms
Playlist
There is a hole inside my ear.
6 ‘Zhe jiao zhezhi,’ Mom said. This is called origami. I didn’t know this
Q7
I have a hangnail, and my heart is—what?
6 special.
What isShe
the breathed
tone of ‘First
atso
School’?25
at the time, but Mom’s kind was
intoDay
them
What's that? What's that you say?
that they shared her breath, and thus
moved with her life. This was her
A happy

15

rights and freedom
s
should citizens
be

BIG
BROTHE
R

given?

IS WAT

CHING
YOU

Playlist

BIG
BROTHER

G'bye, I'm going out to play!'

A
B
C
D
7 Dad had picked Mom out of a C
sad
catalogue.
One time, when I was in
high school, I asked Dad about the
He was trying to get me
D details.
surprised
210
to speak to Mom again. He had signed up for the introduction service
30
IS WATCHING
Q10iii
7 Who
do you
think
is the
narrator
reason from the poem to
back in the spring of 1973. Flipping
through
the
pages
steadily,
he of ‘First Day at School’? Give one
YOU
support
had spent no more than a few seconds
onyour
eachanswer.
page until he saw the
B4U29_OATA.indd
picture of Mom.
I think the narrator is a young child because of the errors210in language and spelling/because it’s the

Q8

nervous

Q9

narrator’s first day of school.
Referencing an expert in a field: according to + Subject (S) + Verb (V) + Adjective (ADJ) +
B4U1_OATA.indd 2
Object (O)
According to child psychologist James Lau (S), it is (V) normal (ADJ) for children (O) to go through stages
where they do not want to go to school.
Talking about accomplishments: Subject (S) + Past participle Verb (V) + Object (O)
His books (S) have sold (V) over 20 million copies (O) worldwide and been translated into more than
30 languages.

PART ONE
Chapter 1

23/1/2019 上午11:13

8 What simile does Peggy use to describe her tonsils in ‘Sick’?
(My tonsils are) as big as rocks.

By George Orwell

3 Inside the
flat a fruity voice
was reading out
which had someth
a list of figures
ing to do with
the produc tion
The voice came
of pig-iron .
from an oblong
metal plaque
like a dulled

magic.

B

hty-Four

day in April, and
the clocks were
thirteen. Winsto
striking
n Smith, his chin
nuzzled into his
effort to escape
breast in an
the vile wind,
Q9iii
slipped quickly
doors of Victory
through the glass
Mansions, though
not quickly enough
a swirl of gritty
to prevent
dust from enterin
g along with him.
2 The hallway
5
smelt of boiled
cabbage and
one end of it a
old rag mats.
coloured poster,
At
too large for indoor
been tacked to
display, had
the wall. It depicte
d simply an enormo
more than a metre
Q2i
us face,
wide: the face
of a man of about
with a heavy black
forty-five,
moustache and
ruggedly handso
Winston made
me features.
for the stairs.
10
It was no use
Q1
at the best of
trying the lift.
times it was seldom
Even
working, and Q1
electric current
at present the
was cut off during
daylight hours.
the economic
It was part of
drive in prepara
Q9iv
tion for Hate
seven flights up,
Week. The flat
and Winston,
was
Q9i
who was thirty-n
varicose ulcer
ine and had a
above his right
15
ankle, went slowly,
times on the
resting several
way. On each
landing, opposit
poster with the
e the lift-shaft,
enormous face
the
gazed from the
of those picture
wall. It was one
s which are so
contrived that
about when you
Q2ii
the eyes follow
move. BIG BROTH
you
ER IS WATCHING
caption beneath
YOU, the 20
it ran.

You say today is ... Saturday?

2

Text Grammar Support

Nineteen Eig

Q2
get to the bottom of
3 She set the paper down, plain side facing up, and began to fold it.
Think
aboutwhen
... I move my chin,
B3U2_OATA.indd 8
10
I stopped crying and watched her, curious. She turned the paper over
My
hip hurts
2 Complete the sentence below.
Think about
and folded it again. She pleated, packed, tucked, rolled, and twisted
...
My belly button's caving in,
What do you
The word
‘millionbillionwillion’
is used to emphasize that the narrator’s home is
the paper disappeared between
her cupped
hands. Then she
My back is wrenched, my ankle'suntil
sprained,
➊ How are our actions
appreciate the most
far and blew
from
lifted the folded-up paper packet to her mouth
intohis/her
it, like school.
a
and whereabouts
My
'pendix
painsyour
each time it rains.
of all
the things
monitored by
balloon.
the
My
nosemembers
is cold, my
family
do toes
for are numb.
government?
3 According to ‘First Day at School’, why does the narrator
feelDoinsecure?
you
4 ‘Kan,’ she said. ‘Laohu.’ She put her hands down on the table and let 15
think the govern
I you?
have a sliver in my thumb.
Q4i
ment
Because
kids
do fists
not play
with him/her.
should be allowed
placed
go. A little paper tiger stood on the
table,the
theother
size of
two
to
Q4ii
Q4iii
My neck is stiff, my voice is weak,
spy on its citizens
Q9
in
When
you are
in a I speak. together. The skin of the tiger was the pattern on the wrapping paper,
order to ensure
I hardly
whisper
when
4 What
does
‘they’
(line
37) refer
to?
their
white
background
with
red
candy
canes
and
green
Christmas
trees.
bad mood, what is the
safety and freedom
?
My tongue is filling up my mouth,
theQ5
railings
Explain.
best way to improve
5 I reached out to Mom’s creation. Its tail twitched, and it pounced
Q6
I think my hair is falling out.
how you feel?
20
playfully at my finger. ‘Rawrr-sa,’ it growled, the sound somewhere
➋ What
5 Find two misspelt words in ‘First Day at School’ and
giveindividu
theiralproper spellings.
My elbow's bent, my spine ain't straight,
between a cat and rustling newspapers. I laughed, startled, and

Q13

10

Big brother is
watching you

biographies.
Write
your answers
in the
spaces
For multiple-choice questions, choose the best
2 ‘Kan, kan,’ she said, as she pulled
5
a sheet
of wrapping
paper
from
on provided.
Q3
22/1/2019 上午11:59
answer
and blacken
only.
top of the fridge. For years, Mom
carefully
sliced ONE
opencircle
the wrappings
8
around Christmas gifts and saved them on top of the fridge in a thick
1 It was a bright
1 Find a phrase in the newspaper clipping that means ‘to understand the cause of something’.
cold
stack.

Useful language patterns

18

Online reviews are not only a mine of invaluable information, they can also
soothe the jaded, jet-lagged spirit by showing another traveller had it a
whole lot worse.

➋

I've counted sixteen chicken pox
And there's one more—that's seventeen,

By Tim Pile

➊

'I have the measles and the mumps,

2 You fancy me mad, but you should have seen how wisely I proceeded.
A gash, a rash and purple bumps.

I. Published in 1818,

mely well written, but

with effective communication skills and provides career support.

2 For years, Tang has guided many youngsters and weaned
them Why/why
off video
in a hotel?
game addiction and other bad habits. However, today’s success
did not come
not?
Q3
easy for Tang whose family lost everything when his father left home after
What
you think
a business failure. Troubled by this domestic crisis, Tang could
notdoovercome
Q4ii
is the most
important 10
the pressure and his schoolwork suffered. He did not continue
his studies
Q4iii
to consider
when
after senior secondary school. He spent most of his timefactor
with friends
playing
hotel?
video games at Internet cafes and hanging out at discos choosing
and rave aparties.

For research purposes, I recently booked a room at the lowest-ranked
Q2
lodging I could find. As it turned out, the staff were charming and my
Explain your answer.
renovated room was spotless. New owners were in the process of turning
3 Jumping from one temporary job to another made Tang feel as though his
Q5, Q8ii
the place around, which goes to show that proprietors will raise their game
life was heading towards a dead end and about to crash at any time. It finally
if enough of us whine online. Unfortunately, many travellers are not as lucky.
hit him that he could not carry on like that anymore.
15
Q3
short story
Mio DebnamPlaylist
Here is a selection of harangues taken from hotel booking websites.
4 The video game addict decided to turn over a new leaf and became a
Q12iii
Q8iii
1 There are dozens of hotels in the vicinity of Mumbai International
webpage designer. After years of on-the-job training and self-learning, he
Airport and maybe it’s unfair to highlight a low-scoring property that has
went back to school and received his first degree from the School of Creative
Q4
Q6
Q7i
only received six reviews. Still, if you can’t even get the basics right: ‘It took
Media at City University. He is now a professional animator and has built up
an age to find the place because they’d submitted an incorrect address to
a good reputation in the creative industry. Drawing on his experience, Tang
20
By Ken Liu
Q7ii
Q7iii
Q8iv
booking.com.’
is enthusiastic about helping potential animators develop a practical career.
Q12iii novel extract
1 One of my earliest memories starts with me sobbing. I refused to be
Q1
And make sure you settle your bill when you arrive, or else: ‘The staff would
soothed no matter what Mom and Dad tried. Dad gave up and left the
follow the customer everywhere until they paid the full amount.’ Sarita Cho
bedroom, but Mom took me into the kitchen and sat me down at the
Audio
breakfast table.
HKDSE
Answer the following questions using information from the newspaper clipping, the two poems and the

By Shel Silverstein

it was his eye! Yes, it was this! One of his eyes resembled that of a vulture.

Q3

7v

. The poem is one of

Sick

Q1

conceived, it haunted me day and night. Object there was none. Passion

happens in it? How

Shelley. Ozymandias

Q8i

1 Sunny Tang Yat-sing, a former video game addict, is now chief executive
officer of Act Plus Education Foundation (Act Plus)—a non-profit
Q2
organisation established to develop creative and technical skills in computer
Think about ...
graphics and animation for Hong Kong teenagers. It also equips its students

ie
Paper Menager

horror stories? Why/

scary/horror story.

Daisy Hughes

The magic of origami

Audio

➊ Do you like scary/

story or film? What

magazine article

➋

Playlist

favourite scary/horror

Worst holiday ever!

Former video game addict
helps give young animators a decent future

Think about ...

The tell-tale heart

21/1/2019 下午4:33

Audio

• language arts texts from authors
such as Oscar Wilde, Roald Dahl
George Orwell
Aand
mad murderer
Andrew Doig

2

Daisy Hughes

Saturday, 13 January

• articles from SCMP and AFP, etc.

expect to find in a

LaC Support

Local topics

23/1/2019 上午10:41

Authentic texts for exposure
and exam preparation

➋ What is your

20

Shing
Mun
Reservoir

Q5

0
1979

Current issues

15

4

146

things you would

10

thousand. Almost overnight,

86

Audio

5

Q8i

Located in the New Territories between
Tsuen Wan and Sha Tin, Shing Mun
Reservoir is amongst the favourites for
Hong Kong hikers. Visitors can enjoy
walking along some of the nature trails,
or simply stopping to take photos of the
Q8ii
native monkeys. Be careful though! The
monkeys here have become quite used
to human interaction. They often think
Q5
what’s yours is theirs, and they may try to
steal your stuff!

Playlist

4 In only years, Shenzhen grew from a village into a city that is now

entertainers. It is like spending an evening with a friend, although
you are physically on your own. Populated mainly by young

30

23/1/2019 上午10:49

Q4i

Q6iii

people. Not only can we watch, but we can also interact. We

short story

2 Dragon’s Back

Voted one of Asia’s best urban hiking trails, Dragon’s Back is only a short
Q2
distance from Shau Kei Wan. The trail starts on Shek O Road and ends in
Tai Long Wan. It is a nice walk with lovely scenic views, but do bear in mind
Q3
that you have to climb up and down quite a few steps. It can also be quite
Q4ii
crowded at the weekend, so we suggest a
weekday visit if possible.
3 Shing Mun Reservoir

part in the lives—and often right into the bedrooms—of real
can send comments, gifts of money, and stickers to our beloved

Playlist

10

Q1

3 Ng became the first Asian woman to be invited to the men’s World Snooker

• High fidelity sleep headset

Now, your wish has come true!

Videos are driving
the with
growth
the Internet.
Worldwide, online
face time
ouroffamily
and friends.

watched a live-

Daisy Hughes
5

coy about her achievement, describing her ascent to number one last month

Perk tiers
Shenzhen:About
Silicon Valley of hardware

6 People are beginning to realize the dangers of smartphone addiction and
usage. However, to break
25 apps have been developed to monitor our mobileAudio
free of the ‘always on’ culture, we ought to remember that mobile devices
Q11
are there to help facilitate our daily lives, not to take over all of our time. We
Q10
1 Every day, billions of viewers
millions of videos
online.
must learn to let go ofwatch
our smartphones
sometimes
and enjoy more face-to-

➊ Have you ever

Hiker’s paradise

Q1

2018 she became the first Asian to top the women’s world rankings. Now the Hong

Kong pioneer wants to change the image of the male-dominated game and enable
2 Instantly recognisable with her large round-rimmed spectacles, Ng, 27, is

Q7

Think about ...

Audio

Asia’s snooker number one Ng takes aim

them?

70

make you support a

21

stars that inspire you?

pledged of HK$120,000 goal

➋ What would

4 According to a recent survey, Hongkongers made it to the Top 10
travellers who are least willing to break away from their mobile devices on
Q4
vacations, only beaten by Thai, Korean and Japanese travellers who top
the chart. Another survey reveals that 53% of the 1,107 smartphone users
Q9i
interviewed fear that they would feel isolated if they leave their phones at
Q5
home. A total of 55% feel that smartphones are dominating their lives while
Q8iii
Selkirk
48% admit the use of smartphones in theGraham
bathroom.

Think about ...

➊ Are there any sports

HK$50,000

people get inspiration

3 Phubbing itself is a sign of smartphone addiction. The term was coined
Q2
in 2013 to describe the act of snubbing someone in a social setting by looking
at your phone instead of paying attention. People who phub claim that they
Q8i
want to keep in touch with their friends online, but ironically, by phubbing,
they are hindering their relationships offline.

Barnaby Bruce

Look
out
men!

REMory

1 Do you get anxious if there is no
Internet connection for your smartphone?
Do you worry when your device is low on
battery and there is no mobile charger
nearby? Do you keep checking your phone
while hanging out with your friends?

Why is live-streaming so
popular?

lifestyle?

上午11:37

Audio

Q3

smartphone every day?

Association

22/1/2019

crowdfunding proposal

Audio

2 If your answers to all the above questions are ‘yes’, you might be addicted
to your smartphone and you might also be guilty of ‘phubbing’.

➊ How much time

Automobile

52

Be enterprising!

Q1

5

Think about ...

in 2017

Proportion
of local
new car sales
(%)
1.2

62.26

54.10

UK

she outgrew it. This inspired him to improve his original design and
create a superior
customized limb for her.
21/1/2019 下午3:51

.indd 40

et

2.2

198.35

Q4

its current geological activity. No previous craft has gathered this

where he came second in the field of engineering. It was there that

c vehicle sales

New electric
car
sales (thousa
nds)
579.00

20 USA

he met Momo, a 7-year-old girl whose right arm was amputated
from the elbow down. Easton was struck by how basic her prosthetic

a greener plan

ies for electri

second largest on the planet.
As the name suggests, there has been
Playlist

10

his prototype to a science fair in Colorado in 2011 and won an award.

40

Sian Morrey

s towards

Top 10 countr

Q3iii

only cost $350 since he made it from everyday materials. Easton took

Playlist

Taking step

➋

5

communities. After nine months, he had created an innovative

users of artificial limbs
Playlist

language arts
and non-language
arts text types

the planet

report

➊

➋ What are some

worked. When he was 14, he taught himself robotics in his free

➋ What sort of

VR lab
tour

The future
of
Audio

Audio

The dange
1 Otherwise known as the Red Planet for its vibrant colour, Mars
rs of air pollut
ion
Q1
can make you
has been the subject of interest for centuries. Whether there is 1orIthas
cough. It can
Q1
hurt your voice.
probleto
ms. Finally,
ever been life on Mars is a question that scientists have been trying
It can give you
it can kill you.
breathing
Environmenta
s of air polluti
lists have highlig
answer for a long time. It may be that 2019 is the year we startdanger
to piece
on for years,
hted the
5
but roadside
levels in 80%
pollution is
together an answer—2018 has certainly been an eventful year for
5 of world cities.
still at unsafe
Evidence from
Q2
(WHO
the World Health
that 7 million
Mars. In August, it came within 56 million kilometres of Earth, which) shows
is
Organization
people a year
Q10iv
related deaths
worldwide die
. In addition
the closest it had been for nearly 60,000 years—and the closest it will
from polluti
to
its
Q2
physica
onbelieved to
l effects, air
damage our
Think about
pollution is
be until 2287.
intellect. Accord
...
now
exposure to
ing to worryi
air pollution
ng research
reduces one’s
in China,
10 educat
Maths and verbal
ed older males
2 Mars will be studied via NASA’sWhat
InSight
spacecraft. InSight
(which
are some
abilities, with Q3
being affecte
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